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Novia Chao noviachao.com

noviachao9@gmail.com


linkedin.com/in/noviachao

UI/UX Designer
Unconvo
01/2022-Present

Innovative start-up building an all-in-one desktop platform for literary communities 

 Reimagining how users can leave meaningful book reviews beyond the 
classic 5-star rating system through collaboration with 2 design leads.

UI/UX Designer
nwPlus
05/2021-Present

A student-led club organizing hackathons for aspiring programmers and designers

  to adapt 
feedback and ensure consistent visual brand experience across nwPlus.
Collaborating with developer, marketing, and logistics teams

 , Western Canada’s largest hackathon.Led design for nwHacks 2022

 Designing websites and marketing assets for 1000+ hackers and sponsors.

Visual Designer
Scrapless
05/2021-07/2021

Start-up creating mobile applicaton to redistribute food surplus and reduce waste

 Worked on marketing team under COO to produce visual content to be 
featured across website, social media, as well as in-application. 

  over two months. Grew Instagram following by 30%

fairchange
Adobe x Patagonia 
Creative Jam
12/2021

Designing at an event to create a sustainability-focused mobile application

 Created wireframes and high-fidelity prototypes for a mobile application in 
Adobe XD that helps consumers track their spending and shop ethically.

  out of 100+ teams.Placed in top 10 at the Adobe x Patagonia Creative Jam

Quality Control 

Co-op
STEMCELL Technologies
05/2019-12/2019

Biotechnology company that develops specialty cell culture media separation products

 Implemented Six Sigma QI Macros in Excel and .created 90+ control charts
 Aided the implementation of SAP ERP systems and go-live activities. 
 Generated 1000+ SOPs and COAs in accordance with ISO 13485 standards.

Grovve
UBC Produthon 2021
03/2021

Designing at an event that combines traditional hackathons and business case studies

 Conducted research with 10 potential users to create a high-fidelity B2B 
employee recognition platform that plants digital and real forests.

  out of 100 participants.Awarded one of three Innovation Prizes
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University of 
British Columbia
Expected Grad: 05/2022

Bachelor of Applied Science in Chemical and Biological Engineering
 Dean’s Honour List (2020, 2021
 Barbara Peat Memorial Award in Chemical and Biological Engineerin
 Stuart D Cavers Memorial Scholarship

Rapid Ideation, User Research, Information Architecture, User Journeys, 
Wireframing, Prototyping, UI/UX Design, Visual Design, Mobile + Web Design

Figma, Sketch, Adobe XD, Illustrator, InDesign, InVision, Axure

Miro, Maze, Optimal Workshop, Webflow, Microsoft Office, HTML/CSS, Python

Design Thinking

Tools

Software

✷
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